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A new version of WinGrodan 2 has now been released. In this version you can
now export records to a Lenex record file that you can then import into another competition
database. Many other things has also been added or fixed. Please check the download page
for each software to see the changes for that specific software.

WinGrodan 2 changelog
v2.6.7410.19016:
Created 2020-04-15

Added button in the Records tab to export records to Lenex files.
Added question when trying to delete a record list if you really want to delete it.
Added new checkbox to the competitor that indicates that the competitor should not
be seeded into finals/next round. Can for example be used for foreign swimmers that
should not compete in finals.
Updated Danish manual.
Added new date field in competition rules that determines the date for which
swimmers are aged up one year. If swimmers are born after this date then they will
be counted as one year younger. This value is set to December 31 as default but can
be changed if needed.
Added new date field in competition rules that determines the date when the season
changes. If the competition is held after this date then all competitors will be counted
as one year older. Default value is December 31 unless you are a Danish club which
will set this value to August 31.
Added new seeding type where you can select how many top seeded heats you want
in the preliminary heats.
Added option to select if you want swimmers to qualify to next round by heat rank.
So you can now for example say that the swimmers that gets heat rank 1 will
automatically qualify for next round.
Added new seeding type where you seed swimmers that has NOT qualified for next
round. This is useful if you want to give the swimmers that did not qualify another
chance to qualify.
Added new seeding type where you can choose to include qualified swimmers from
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two different rounds.
Moved the competition settings for Junior/Seniors, Seriesim/Holdstævne and
Startfælleskaber into a drop down button control.
When importing entries we now make sure that swimmers with time 00:00.00 or NT
will not be added to an event if the event has a qualification time limit.
When importing Lenex records it will now better handle date fields that are not
formatted according to specification.
Added button to import entry files as not in competition (status EXT).
Added entry time to detailed club competitor list.
Fixed bug when printing competitor list and pool is not set for the entry time.
Added para class column when exporting result Excel file.
Added support to import district record, championship record and own records from
older DTA record files.
Updated lookup database with new clubs and also North Macedonia as country.
Updated some third party controls and components.

WinGrodan 2 Timekeeping changelog
v2.6.7410.19019:
Created 2020-04-15

Removed next and previous heats from unused database table to lower the usage of
the database.
Made the tool tip for connected computers wider to make sure that no text is
cropped.
Updated some third party controls and components.

WinGrodan 2 CIS changelog
v2.6.7410.19019:
Created 2020-04-15

Updated 8 lane video template to show the last 50 split in smaller font if it is more
than 1 minute.
Updated some third party controls and components.
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